
 Relative meeting  

Maclaren House – /1/18 

Mr Chris  Bury (Relative) 

J  M  (lead Inspector) 

S  A  (2nd Inspector) 

11:00 – 12:00 Mr Bury was late in attendance, meeting began at Midday on his arrival 

Mr Bury began straight away with his concerns, which initially began in the lift on the way to the 

meeting room.  On arrival to the meeting room, drinks were offered but declined. Mr Bury continued 

discussing his concerns. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CB – Brother’s watch disappeared. Property not looked after. No choice in clothes. Always in track 

trousers. Concern about weight.  Brother put 5 stone one on since been there. Speech and lang 

therapy issues not sure whose taking responsibility (LA or Provider) 

Dietician  - RP refusing access to dietician. Had recording of dietician willing to work with him. Some 

dispute about whether the dietician should work brother or not.  

Feels his bother is restricted in terms of access to hobbies and visits home. 

JM explained limited on time but wanted to know what CB wanted out of the meeting.  

Said he has taken Solicitor along and done unannounced visit with advocate. Says brother was 

supposed to go swimming but does not. In care plan about brother liking swimming.  

Says he wants his brother to visit him. Wants monthly schedule of what his brother is doing so he 

can arrange a visit and work around brother.  

Showed JM care plan and schedule.  

Questioned use of  Respirodone – was this correct dosage. Says in his care plan he had Bi Polar. 

Argues that he hasn’t, carer could get his care wrong. Medication has been wrong before. Also 

questioned whether or not he has Diabetes.  

Council haven’t helped. They are helping Provider.  

Asked Mr Bury to slow down with the concerns and needed to understand the main points.  JM 

introduced SA and their role in the meeting was to take notes. Mr Bury raised no concern with this.  

JM outlined  that we can not review individual complaints. JM explained can review culture of 

service and the wider/broader issues.   

CB outlined concerns about dirty  fingernails. Said he first complained 2 years ago. Disputes whether 

his nails are being cleaned frequently. 

 



 Medications  - concerns about Respirodone 

 Weight an issue – brother put on 5 stone. 

 Advocate – advocate has stepped down. Challenged advocates role, has complained about 

advocate and integrity of advocate. Has complained to Charities commission about the 

trustee from charity representing advocates. 

  

 New manager in at the home. Peripatic manager at the home.  

 Brother gone up to 23 stone since moving into the home in September 2013. In 34 months 

lost 4Kgs.  

 Wrong Dr’s surgery listed in care plan 

 Brother has been withdrawn from activities.  

 Dols? Supposed to have 121 10 hours a day. 

 Priory Group have blocked CB speaking to certain staff. 

 Martin Samuels - Director of Adult and Wellbeing – CB feels they are ignoring him. 

 D  has Autism and LD.  New SW had an understanding due to family connection. 

 Does DB have capacity to make the decision to come home? Has recorded what brother 

said in terms of expressing choice. Has recording where on one occasion has said he did not 

want to attend an activity 

 CB looked at why brother’s phone has been switched off shortly after his brother had been 

given it. Feel his brother has been restricted access to the phone.  

 Asked for subject access from Priory Group. Asked for FOI on himself , phone logs don’t 

match what is recorded against his brother’s use.  

 Once called and heard screaming in the background. Feels this would have upset D . 

D  can push when he’s upset. Still looking at moving him.  

 POA?? Deputy in place for finances.  

 Court deputy had noticed a scam with NI but it looking into it (not other details listed) 

 Has RPR – negligent 

  Article 8 rights being looked into by Deputy.  

 Care Act advocate – CB positive about. 

 Query over diet and what he’s being offered the food he is.  

 Has only had 1 monthly report in 18 months.  

 Staff member query? Fluid restriction (2015). An OT went to visit him 900ML fluid x 3 a day. 

 Ate chips and pizza – was supposed to be on sandwiches 

 Query over whether brother diabetic 

 Monitored for 2 weeks? Fluid restriction may have been in place. 

 Audio thought restriction was in place  was 4 months. 

 Says he on one occasion he was dehydrated. Says his brother was parched when he came 

home for a visit.  

 One visit he was ‘doped up’ was Lorazapam. Believes MAR chart is incorrect. Could be 

keeping some back in a secret stash. 

 Questioned why DB needed laxido? 

 Starting to lose weight.  

 Mobility – reasonable mobility. Might stumble, maybe unsteady. 



Xmas came and stayed a few days. Didn’t have any pyjamas. Was soiled. He was soiled when he 

arrived.  

- th Jan 2018 referral letter  

- Needs speech and lang therapy to get back what he’s lost. Says a few things like cup of tea. 

Said  “Mums gone. “ 

- Got upset when he tried to say “no”.  

- Entitled to a holiday and communication Aids. Has now had a holiday but he said “No”.  

- September 2017 – went to .  

- Wrote a letter to Santa – feels he is being regressed. Understands there is no Santa. Broken 

how certain things he says have regressed. Really frustrating.  

- Feels people with care issues give us. 

- Feel Council have threatened him. Says council have said website is vexatious.  

- Complex Care lead is  friend of SW who did wrong assessment.  

- Complex Care lead did not agree to 20 point plan in terms of D coming home, they 

could pursue legal action. This was challenged by CB. 

- Gloucester council threatened via facebook. Said he hadn’t forgotten their role in 

institutional abuse. 

- Police have said his behaviour can be seen as harassment (due to legal definition) 

- Mobility care plan: needs to watch weight. No problems swallowing. Avoid snacking. Like to 

exercise and sit ups.  

- Had a fall a while ago. Letters and photos don’t correspond.  

- RP Offered to buy him a computer to replace broken computer. Broken glasses.  

 

At 12:50 A  W  advised that we had the room for a further 10 minutes.  

JM: Are there any concerns today not raised via  SG? 

CB- Socks too small.  

Dr has said not fungal infection.  Podiatrist saw him on 11/17. Left for 3 weeks before 

involvement of Dr. Can’t see podiatrist for another month.  

Took him to see Paddington. Didn’t like it. Doesn’t feel care staff know him.  

- Wants brother to move. 

- Going to go on hunger strike February 2018. Not suicidal. Protesting care.  

- Can raise his money to get him to court to move him. Ombudsman can not enforce can only 

recommend. Judge can enforce.  

Looking at scope placement.  

Council put in unreasonable behaviour policy in place against me. Has a new SW now for his brother, 

who understands more about autism as the SW has a child who has this.  

Only allowed to talk to mums SW. 



Single point of contact in Director who tried to take down internet page.  

Worcestershire SG  - S  P . Spoke to her.  

JM reiterated can’t do individual complaints.  

JM: Will record info from meetings for next inspection.  

Used to enjoy playing on the computer. Has key stroke entry on the computer so gathers logs from 

computer – they don’t match up with time he is supposed to be on computer.  

Limited what’s on care plan of activities for March 2017. Deep clean bathroom 4 days a week, but 

since then don’t know what’s happening.   

 

Advised Mr Bury the meeting had been useful and thanked him for his time.  SA drew a map for CB 

to help him with directions to the train station. 

On leaving at the reception of the building Mr Bury said that he would be happy if the inspectors 

would focus on what activities were happening for people, and that if he had concerns about his 

brother then there may be other families who have concerns with their relatives and concerned that 

they will have given up complaining.  

 

 

 




